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Abstract

Aerobic dance was similar to the higher injury ratio of the other dance classification; therefore the people who participate in
the aerobic dance originally could abandon this kind of activity. The aerobic dance majority of injuries in the lower limb,
especially knee joint, had similitude of the other weight-bearing exercise. In the past there were not the researches that
confirmed accurately what reason creates, particularly in discusses by the viewpoint of biomechanics. The motion capture
system will be used to register the landmark’s trajectories of human body when step aerobic dance is performed. The
methodology involves motion performance analysis using retro-reflective markers. Nineteen retro-reflective markers will be
placed on selected anatomic landmarks to define the coordinate system of the lower extremity. The ground reaction forces of
each foot will be measured by the use of force plates. The aim of this study was to investigate the different between the mambo
and kick movement with high impact. These results indicate the joint force in mambo movement is lower than kick movement.
In particular, the compression in mambo movement (13.1±1.9 N/Kg) is lower than kick movement (17.5±2.3 N/Kg). These
findings support that primary learning the aerobic dance starts from the mambo movement, and prevent the lower extremity
injury, because the compression in the mambo movement is lower than kick movement.
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Abstract

Background and Purpose：Jumping is a common movement seen in daily exercise for athletes. The ground reaction force, as
athletes landed on the floor, could be seven to eight times higher than their body weight. Hence, athletes’ knee joints are easily
damaged when they jump repeatedly. One of the common injuries on knee joint is patellar tendinitis. This is an overuse
syndrome and can be seen more often around us. Infrapatellar straps and Kinesio taping are two devices commonly applied to
exercise fitness and protection. The purpose of this study was to analyze the ground reaction force of knee joints during
landing from a 40cm podium in subjects with infrapatella strape, with taping, and without anything. Methods: Eight six-grader
boys served as the subjects for this study. Subjects jumped from a 40 cm podium barefooted with and without infrapatellar
strape, and the kinetic and kinematic data were collected through a VFC-1000 250Hz high speed camera and a KISTLER force
platform. The repeated measures of one-way ANOVA has been applied to calculate whether there’s any difference of knee
joints’ force reaction with or without infrapatellar straps. The level of significance is set at 0.05.
Results: 1.There’s no significant difference on ground force between barefooted and taping. 2.The peak shear force of knee
joint close to calf reach significant differences (p<.05), others remain unchanged. Conclusion: Wearing infrapatellar strape can
reduce the shear force of knee joint , thus prevents injuries of knee joints.
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